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1. Introduction 
Since the times of discovery of the Hamilton equations the possibility to move not only by 
inertia could be interpreted as a response to a noncommutative structure given “by God” on the 
phase manifold. This structure is represented by a skew product on cotangent vectors, i.e.. by a 
Poisson tensor over the manifold. 
In fact, this tensor was already the first sign of a “quantum,” and the first object really 
belonging to the quantization area. The classical commutative algebra of functions over the 
manifold was first filled by a noncommutative spirit via the Poisson brackets. 
The Lie-algebraic framework is now widely accepted by geometers (brackets of functions, 
of vector fields, of tensors, of forms, etc.), but associative functional algebras and calculus of 
noncommuting operators are still considered as alien. This orthodox geometric view will pos- 
sibly begin to change thanks to the coherent states theory [5, 6. 8, 14,571, to the deformation 
quantization [29,3,4,20, 18, 19: 27,28,33,60.72,73,76-78,88, 89,94.97], to the asymp- 
totic (groupoid) quantization [42,43,46-49,51-54,92,93.96,99], and to Connes’ noncom- 
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mutative geometry [ 17, 23, 241. Geometric discoveries succeeded to make by purely quantum 
instruments demonstrate that “quantization” is going to reconcile forever the differential geom- 
etry and the noncommutative analysis. 
What we now call “quantization” is a noncommutative and associative product * given on a 
set of functions over a manifold. A manifold M with such an associative *-product is called a 
quantum manifold. 
In this associative framework some important “infinitesimal” questions appear immediately. 
What is a quantum analog of the Poisson tensor? What are quantum analogs of general vector 
fields, tensors, Schouten brackets? How to reconstruct the *-product over M explicitly via 
the infinitesimal quantum *-tensor? What are relations between the quantum *-tensor on the 
manifold M and the quantum *-tensor on quantum irreducible leaves in M, or on the quantum 
phase space over M? 
In this paper we describe the following constructions: 
- a quantum version of the classical Schouten-Lichnerowicz tensor complex [64], 
- a nonlinear analog of the construction of the Weyl *-product developed in the case of linear 
Poisson tensors by Berezin [lo], 
- an explicit construction of the Wick star-product over Kahler manifolds, 
- a quantum restriction of the stat-product onto irreducible leaves, 
- a quantum restriction of the quantum reduction mappings. 
The first topic of the paper is devoted to the derivation of some quantum version of the classical 
Jacobi tensor identity. This quantum identity is equivalent o the associativity condition for the *- 
product. A quantum tensor satisfying this identity we call a quantum *-tensor. The identity itself 
looks like a highly nonlinear generalization of the Lie relations for structure constants of a Lie 
algebra (the linear case), as well as of the quantum Yang-Baxter equation (the quadratic case). 
At the same time we show an explicit procedure for calculating the Weyl *-product in all 
orders of the deformation parameter, starting from a given quantum *-tensor. Here we introduce 
and apply a notion of quantum vector$elds and quantum tensors which is different from that 
usually exploited. 
These results allow us to complete the previous calculations concerning the extension of 
a quantum manifold to a quantum phase space of doubled dimension with a nondegenerate 
*-product (i.e., having the trivial center). In the classical limit this extended space is just the 
phase space over the Poisson manifold in the sense of [42, 5 1, 521, or the symplectic realization 
in the sense of [90], with a pair of “reduction” Poisson mappings, whose components mutually 
commute. On the quantum level the Poisson mappings should be replaced by a pair of mutually 
commuting reduction homomorphisms into the function algebra over the quantum phase space. 
Now, thanks to the explicit construction of the Weyl *-product, we are provided by a procedure 
for calculating the reduction homomorphisms only in terms of the quantum k-tensor. So, we 
obtain an answer to the quantum version of the well-known question about classical Poisson 
tensors due to Sophus Lie [65]. 
In the case of a nondegenerate Poisson tensor, i.e., in the symplectic case, it is natural to try to 
avoid quantum Jacobi conditions for the quantum tensor and just use the symplectic 2-form (or 
its deformations) as a basic object generating the star-product. An elegant geometric procedure 
for this was discovered in the work by Fedosov [27, 281 (which strongly exploited the notion of 
symplectic connection), and also in [72], for the case of Weyl products. For the Wick-Klauder- 
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Berezin case the same was made in [ 111. In all these cases formulas for star-products are not given 
in the explicit form and still need a clarification. We show below, in a very simple and explicit 
way, how to derive the Wickproduct * over an arbitrary (pseudo) Kahler manifold starting from 
the Kahlerian 2-form and exploiting the idea of quantum vector fields (in its complex version), 
as well the creation-annihilation operators. Parallel with the derivation of the product * we also 
obtain a simple asymptotic expansion for the quantum *-tensor, which automatically satisfies 
the quantum Jacobi conditions, and an expansion for the relevant reproducing measure. 
An interesting geometrical consequence of this quantum derivation is a series of higher order 
diferentiaf invariants, as well as a series of closed l-forms, which we explicitly calculate over 
an arbitrary (pseudo) Kahler manifold. 
The second topic of the paper concerns with an explicit construction of the irreducible 
representations of the star-product algebra. For this purpose, we use the quantum extension 
procedure (in the complex version), a notion of vacuum submanifold. creation/annihilation 
submanifolds, and the Wick dequantization. 
This construction allows us to justify the above manifesto- 
“Quantization commutes with restriction onto irreducible leaves” 
with the essential comment hat the “restriction” should be understood in an appropriate quantum 
sense. Guillemin’s brilliant lecture at the Newton Mathematical Institute (Cambridge, 1994) 
began with the declaration: “All my life I know that quantization commutes with reduction.” 
So, our above manifestation is just an imitation of this life principle of people in the geometric 
quantization area; see details in [13, 34, 32. 30, 62. 67, 871, as well as in Kirwan’s paper in this 
volume. 
We show that the set of functions, whose quantum restriction on a quantum irreducible leaf 
Q equals zero, is a two-side ideal in the function algebra over the entire quantum manifold “%f. 
The quotient algebra by this ideal is isomorphic to the algebra of functions over the quantum 
leaf. The isomorphism is derived explicitly. As a result, the quantum *-tensor determining 
the *-product over Tvc can be restricted to a quantum *-tensor over the leaf Q. Such a proce- 
dure of quantum restriction gives a positive answer to the known problem about “consistent 
quantization” of Poisson manifolds and their symplectic leaves. The discussion and some very 
interesting negative results around this problem see in [ 15, 19. 80,951. In the framework of 
geometric quantization the pullback to symplectic leaves was considered in [86]. 
In the classical limit the word “quantum” has to be omitted, and irreducible leaves are 
just symplectic leaves in the Poisson manifold. But in the quantum case, in general, there are 
corrections to the classical limit values of all objects considered. The above manifestation- 
quantization commutes with restriction-does not hold without these corrections. It seems 
very probable that quantum corrections appearing in our definition of the quantum restriction 
are similar (in a particular case) to those observed by Kostant and Stemberg [62, 251 in the 
geometric quantization of constraint systems. 
Note that the quantum restriction of functions from 3\12 onto Q is generated, in fact, by 
a quantum embedding of the manifold Q into %‘l, and quantum leaves can be considered as 
irreducible quantum submanifolds in the quantum manifold. 
Actually, we also construct a pair of quantum embeddings of the phase space over Q into 
the (complexified) phase space over nlc. The images of these embeddings are “creation” and 
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“annihilation” symplectic submanifolds. The embeddings are generated by a quantum Kiihlerian 
potential obtained as the solution of a certain multi-time Cauchy problem for quantum Hamilton- 
Jacobi equations with quantum-commuting Hamilton functions. 
On this basis we finally prove in conclusion of the paper that 
“Quantum reduction homomorphisms commute with quantum restriction.” 
Here the “restriction” is understood either as the restriction onto quantum irreducible leaves or 
as the restriction onto quantum creation and annihilation submanifolds, depending on what part 
of the commutative diagram is considered (see formulas (14.10) below). 
2. Preliminaries 
Let M” be a manifold with a formal +-product given by a power series in fi. So, the space 
P((nlc, [ti]) of formal power series in Fi with smooth coefficients is an associative algebra with 
the unity 1 [3,4]. The product * is called local [73] if at each point the function f * g depends 
only on the germs off and g at this point. In this case: 
- over each local chart ‘If c ?vI with coordinate mapping 6 : U += IEV there is a local *-product 
in C”(,$(U), [WY 
- for each pair of intersecting charts (U, c) and (U’, .$‘), there is a patching morphism of 
algebras 
C”(UU fl U’), m) + C”(~‘W f-l w, m) (2.1) 
with the usual cocyclic condition on intersections of triples of charts, 
- the algebra P(M, [fi]) is isomorphic to the algebra of sections of the sheaf of algebras 
over local charts. 
In what follows, we shall refer to these sections as functions over M. 
Below, for simplicity, we suppose that nlc is an analytic manifold, all functions are from the 
class C”, and the +-product is of P-type. 
The local +-product on nil is called the WeyEproduct if, in each chart, in some local coordinates 
6 = ({I,... , 6”) the following identities hold (the Weyl symmetrization rule): 
6” = (C)“T va! = (al, . . .) a!,). 
Here, on the left we denote c* = ((‘)“I . . . (cn)cyn and on the right 
(2.2) 
where the sum is taken over the set .A, of all mappings j : (1, . . . , Ia! I) + (1, . . . , n) that take 
each value k exactly CX~ times. 
In this case the patching morphisms (2.1) are given by 
(2.3) 
where 6 = a are changes of local coordinates (on an intersection of charts). On the left 
in (2.3), the symmetrization (2.2) is applied to noncommuting elements I’, . . . , ~~(6’) of 
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the *-product algebra over I’. In the classical limit fi = 0, the mappings cp are the gluing 
mappings of the manifold M. 
The quantum manifold M with such a *-product is called a Weyl manifoEd (compare with 
[72, 73. 711 in the nondegenerate, i.e., symplectic case). 
In several sections that follow, we describe Weyl manifolds, using infinitesimal quantum 
geometric objects like quantum vector fields, quantum tensors, etc. 
First of all, let us introduce a notation for the quantum brackets of functions 
Lft sl, tcf $.f *g - g * f>. 
Now in each local chart with Weyl local coordinates ,$ ’, . . . , <” we can define the set of 
functions 
KY0 = K’. CSlh’ e, s = 1, . . ) 12. (2.4) 
and call this set the *-tensor on MY. We stress that it is not a tensor in the usual sense (see below). 
Of course, the classical limit of the *-tensor 
is the classical Poisson tensor on MY. In the expansion 
KL” = Prs + h2 P;l”, + fi4P$ + . . . , (2.5) 
all higher coefficients P(f), P&, . . . are called [3, 881 quantum corrections to the Poisson tensor. 
These corrections carry the information about the associativity of the *-product. The question 
is: what are the conditions for Kes that are eq uivalent to the associativity of the *-product? 
The conditions for Pes are obvious: the classical Jacobi identities. The conditions for the first 
quantum corrections P/f) where described in [54]. Now we consider this question systematically 
for all higher orders of ts. 
We also obtain an explicit formula for the Weyl *-product via a given *-tensor K. In first 
orders in h (up to 0(h4)), these formulas were derived in [54]. Now we describe the procedure 
in all higher orders. 
3. Quantum vector fields 
Let a = (at, . . . , a”) be a vector-function in a local chart. For each polynomial f. we can 
define a Weyl-symmetrized function in the noncommuting variables 6’ + &u’(t). . . . , tn + 
~a”((), by using the rule (2.2). Denote this function by f(c + &a(<)) and expand it by F: 
fE + &U(C)) = f(t) + &a-(f)(C) + O(E2). (3.1) 
We denote the coefficient at the first order in F by a-(f)(c). So, one obtains a linear operator 
a- on the space of functions, which will be called the quantum vectorjield. 
The functions uj will be called components of the quantum vector field over the given local 
chart. The rule of transformation of components from one chart to another follows from (3.1); 
see below (7.4), (7.5). 
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Now let us derive quantum vector fields explicitly via the +-product. 
Denote by adt, = (ad;, . . . , ad:) the vector-operator whose components act as brackets 
ad; f gf [tj, f],. 
Also consider the vector-operator d = (dl, . . . , d,), where dj = a/atj. 
Let us introduce the following “lunar” product of functions 
g 0 f Ef g p(-iti$* <)j-. (3.2) 
Here p(x) = (ex - 1)/x; the left or right arrow indicates on which a multiplier g or f the given 
operator acts. 
So, in (3.2) the operators adt, act on g, the operators d act on f, and then the *-product is 
evaluated. Expanding the functions p in (3.2) in the power series, we obtain the following formal 
power series in ti for the lunar product: 
co (-ii?)” 
gOf=E- c _!_ (ad,tJ”g * d”f. m&J m+l ,a,zrna! (3.2a) 
This product is not associative, but very useful. 
Let us also introduce the following multi-component generalization of the lunar product: 
0 gt v..* ” 8,) 0 f)(6) %Gf (Sl . . . &n.m’~ . . .? ‘3). (3.2b) 
Here on the right-hand side we take the symmetrization (2.2) of noncommuting elements 
gt (c) . . . g, (c),6’, . . . ,t” in the *-product algebra. 
Theorem 3.1. (i) The multi-component lunar product dejned by (3.2b) in the case m = 1 
coincides with the lunar product defined by (3.2). 
(ii) Quantum vector$elds can be expressed via the lunar product as follows: 
a- = a ad. (3.3) 
(iii) Quantum vectorjelds act on the lunar product as follows: 
a-(g o f) = a-(g) o f + (g v a”> O hf. (3.4) 
Here and everywhere below the usual rule of summation over twice repeated (up and down) 
indices is applied. 
(iv) The space of quantum vectorjelds is a Lie algebra with respect o the commutator 
[a-, b-1 = [a, b],-. (3.5) 
On the right the brackets [. , .lt, are defined by 
[a, b]: ‘%f aA - b^(a’), s = l,...,n. (3.6) 
Proof. (i) There is the following general formula in the Weyl calculus of noncommuting vari- 
ables [41] 
(Sjf (T)) = :j 
s 
’ f (r+ + (1 - r);) dt. 
0 
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Here T = (T’, . . . , T”) and S = (S’, . . ., Y) are sets of elements of a noncommutative 
algebra, f is a polynomial, the angular brackets (. . .) mean the Weyl symmetrization (2.2), the 
numbers I, 2, and 3 over the letters indicate the order of disposition of Weyl symmetrized sets 
of elements: the set with number 1 is placed to the extreme right position, etc. (This is Maslov’s 
notation with overlined numbers.) 
Thus, from definition (3.2b) we derive for m = 1: 
s 
I 
18 0 .f>Gc) = dt f(i -ihx ad,tJg(i). 
0 
Here the operators ad; act only on the function g. Expand the right-hand side in the power series 
Comparing with (3.2a), we see that the definition (3.2b) form = 1 is the same as (3.2). 
(ii) Again, in general algebraic notation the derivative by a parameter E of f(T + ES) can be 
written as follows: 
;f(T + “S)lEEo = Vi &f(T)). 
So, in view of definition (3.1), a-(f)(~) = (aj d,f(c)), and formula (3.3) follows from state- 
ment (i). 
(iii) By definition (3.1), we have 
where & = g({ + ~a) = g(e) + Es-(g) + O(E~). Thus, 
u-b 0 f> = &((“f(6 +&a)) + ~(Q-wfo))~c=o 
= (g v a”> 0 dsf + a-(g) a f. 
(iv) In view of (3.3) we have 
&f> = i(b” 0 d,Yf), Vf. 
Then, using (3.4) we obtain: 
66 = i(V) 0 d, + (b” v ue) 0 d,d(. 
And so 
a-b-(f) - b-u-(f) = c(bS) 0 d,f - &us) 0 d, f = [a, b]; 0 d,f. 
The proof is complete. q 
4. Quantum Euler-Poisson vector fields 
(3.7) 
Over each quantum manifold, there are operators of special type: inner derivations (for which 
the standard Leibniz rule holds). 
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Let us fix some function f. The inner derivation is given by the mapping g --+ [f, g],. 
Theorem 4.1. (i) Inner derivations of the *-product are quantum vector$elds. Namely, 
[f, 81, = &(.Ws = - addd~f~ (4.1) 
where the components of the quantum Jield adh( f) are defined by 
adh(f)j dzf - ad;(f) = KS’ 0 d,f, j = 1,. . . , n. (4.2) 
In particular, 
adh(tj)- = ad;, adh(t’)” = Kj’. (4.3) 
(ii) The formal solution of the quantum Liouville (Heisenberg) equation 
2 = [H, Fl,, FI t=o = f, (4.4) 
can be represented in the form 
F = f(E), 
where S = (II’, . . . , 8”) is the solution of the quantum Euler-Poisson equations 
(4.5) 
dE 
- = adh(H)(E), 6 = 
dt 
6. t=O 
(4.6) 
Proof. In the Weyl calculus [41] there is the general commutation formula 
[ST g(T)1 = ([ST Tjldjg(T))- 
so, 
and 
[f, gl, = i((f * 6’ - ej * f )djg) = [f, tjl,O djg, 
Hence, we have proved (4. l), (4.2). Formula (4.3) follows from (4.2). Statement (ii) is a standard 
consequence from (4.1) Cl 
The classical limit of (4.6) at fi = 0 looks like 
d 30 
- = -(PdH)(Eo), 
dt 
E. = 6. 
I=0 
The solution &(t, 6) is a trajectory of the Euler-Poisson vector field ad(H) gf - PdH . d 
on the Poisson manifold MY. The quantum version (4.6) concerns the quantum vector field 
adh( H)- = -(K 0 d H) @ d. We call it the quantum Euler-Poisson vector$eld. 
5. Quantum version of the Lichnerowicz-Schouten complex 
Denote by V:(M) the space of quantum tensors of rank 0, i.e., of functions. Denote by 
Vi(M) the space of quantum tensors of rank 1, i.e., of quantum vector fields. The quantum 
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(skew symmetric) tensor of rank r is an element of the exterior product of r copies V;(M) dzf 
1/,‘(M) A ... A Vt,’ (M). Elements of V,‘(M) can be represented in the form 
1 
A = -A’r-J’ 0 dj, ,y . . . /, d. 
r! 1, ’
where the set of functions Ajl..-i is skew-symmetric in the multi-index j. Such tensors are 
identified with quantum r-vector fields as follows: 
A(fl. . . . . fr) Ef ;((A”‘..” O dj,fi) 0 . . .) 0 djrfr. 
The quantum Schouten brackets 
I[. . .Jfi : v; x vfim + v;+m-‘, r+m>l. 
can be defined by analogy with the commutative case [63] 
,,ut A ” ’ ,‘, uk , t,I A. ” ,, &l,, 
= c (-l)‘+‘[Uj3 uil, A 211 A . . . A ;I A . . . A V, A . . . A ~1 A . . . A ii; A . ’ ’ A u,, 
i.J 
where Uj and ui are quantum vector fields (elements from Vi (M)), and the check-sign denotes 
the omission. 
The explicit formula for the quantum Schouten brackets of two quantum tensors A and B is 
the following 
[[A Bnjk+t-I.-j1 _ CC 1 ’ ti - i-j l! (k - l)! Ai,+k~l .&+I$ @ d,Bi’...il 
+ (- l)ek+e+k 
(5.1) 
(.t - l)! k! 
Bk+f&I.&tls o d,A&...‘l 
> 
(_ 1)0(i). 
Here k = rank A, l = rank B, the sum cisj is taken over all permutations i of the multi-index 
j = (jk+Gl, . . . , Jo), and a(i) denotes the sign (the parity) of the permutation i. 
For small ranks the list of brackets looks as follows: 
[a, fll, = a-(f) = as 0 d,f 
(brackets between rank 1 and rank 0, the result is of rank 0), 
[a, bj$ = [a, b]i = as 0 d,bj - b” 0 d,aj 
(brackets between rank 1 and rank 1, the result is of rank 1) 
[A, f]j, = Ajs 0 d,f 
(brackets between rank 2 and rank 0, the result is of rank l), 
[A, ant” = Aj2$ 0 dsajl _ Ajls 0 d,@ _ a5 0 d,AJZjl 
(brackets between rank 2 and rank 1, the result is of rank 2) 
(brackets between rank 2 and rank 2, the result is of rank 3). 
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In the last formula the sum G(j,,j,,j,) is taken over all cyclic permutations of the triple 
(ji, .i2, j3>. 
Note that quantum tensors over M form a graded Lie algebra (a superalgebra) with respect 
to brackets (5.1). 
Let us now look at definition (2.4). From the Jacobi identities for commutator we obtain the 
following result. 
Theorem 5.1. (i) The *-tensor K (2.4) is an element of Vi(M) such that 
UK, Kll, = 0, 
or in other words, 
6 KhS 0 dsKhi’ = 0, 
(jlJ2,h) 
where @ is the lunarproduct (3.2). 
(5.2) 
(ii) The operation A -+ I[K, Al, can be understood as the differential in the quantum tensor 
compZex{V~(M) 1 r =O, 1,2 ,... }. 
Example 5.1. The quantum Euler-Poisson vector fields adh(f) are coboundaries in this com- 
plex, since adh(f) = -UK, fJ,. 
Theorem 5.1 represents the quantum analog of the Lichnerowicz description of Poisson 
manifolds via the classical Schouten brackets [64], see also in [56,61, 661. 
Now we derive the expansion for the quantum brackets I[*, .ljh in power series in ti, and hence, 
represent equality (5.2) as a system of equations for the quantum corrections (2.5). 
6. Explicit power series for the Weyl product 
There is the following key multiplication formula in the Weyl calculus [41]: 
T”f(T) = $J >([Tj’y.. . [Tjm, T”]. . .]dj, . . .dj~f(T)). 
In=0 . 
HereT = (T’,..., T”) is a set of noncommuting elements; s E (1, . . . , n); b, are Bernoulli 
numbers; the angular brackets denote the symmetrization (2.2). The infinite sum in (6.1), in 
fact, is finite if f is a polynomial. 
Applying (6.1) to our Weyl *-product, we obtain 
. m 
f” * f(6) = 2 ‘-‘~, bm [tj’7 . . . [(j”, eS]hj . . . ]h Q dj, . . . djmf(c) 
m=O 
O” (-ih)lalblml 
= 
c 
jC+o cX! 
(a&)“(P) o d”f(0 
O” (-ih)“b, 
= 
c mr F($h 0 g%). 
m=O 
(6.2) 
So, the following statement holds. 
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Theorem 6.1. The operators of left regular representation ( Ls f )(<) ‘kf $” * f(t) for the Weyl 
*-product are given by the formula 
LS = ~“q(-ih$dh a cd)! (6.3) 
where 
(6.4) 
Formula (6.3) represents the star-product * via the lunar product 0. On the other hand, there 
is another formula (3.2), which also connects these two products. Combining (6.3) and (3.2) 
together, we find a procedure for evaluating * and @ separately as power series in 5. 
First. note that in view of (4.3) ad; = Kj” Q d,, and from (3.2a) we obtain 
O” (-ih)” 
ad:, = c ~ c L (adh)‘” KjS * d*d,. 
m=O m+l ,+/! 
(6.5) 
Recurrently, step by step, we derive from this relation an expansion of ad; with respect to the 
deformation parameter k 
adi = Kjs t d, - iihKer *d, KiS * ded, 
_ h’(~K~‘~d,Ke’*d,ld,Kj~*ded~+~Keq*dq(Krp*d~Ki”)*d~d~ds) (6.6) 
+... . 
After substitution of this expansion into (3.2a) we express the lunar product @ via the star- 
product * as follows: 
,f’a = f * -iihKjS *d,f *dj 
- h?(~K”*d,Kj”*ded,f *dj+~K’“*d,(K”‘*d,f)*didy)+... . 
(6.7) 
On the other hand, formula (6.3) (or (6.2)) provides the expansion of operators L” via the 
lunar product 
(6.8) 
(the remainder contains Ii4, but no hi3 terms, since b3 = 0). 
Applying (6.7) to (6.8), we obtain the following formula for L” via the star-product: 
L.Y = <” _ “i,SY fi2 
2 
*de - 6 Kir * d, KS’ * did! 
+ $ (KP” * d,,, Kjr * d,,d, K”’ * djde + i KP” * dm( KJ’ * d, KS’) * dpdjde) (6.9) 
+ O(h4). 
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Note that the Weyl *-product can be expressed using the set of operators of the left regular 
representation L = (L’, . . . , L”) as follows: 
f *g = fW)g- (6.10) 
So, formulas (6.9), in fact, are recurrent equations for the set of operators L. By solving these 
equations, we obtain the final expansion of L” in the power series in ti: 
/ii2 
L” = $” - GKsede + EKirdrKSedjdt 
- ~(Kpmd~Kjrdpd~Ks’djd~ + ~KPmK”dpd,.K”‘d,d,de) + 0(h4). 
(6.11) 
The substitution of (6.11) into the right-hand side of (6.10) leads to the final expansion of the 
*-product: 
f *g = fg - GK”dsf *djg 
. 3 
+ $ (Kpj Km’d, Ksldpd,ds f . dedjg - KPj K”‘d, K’ldedj f . dpdmdsg 
- K pjdj Km’dpdr K”‘dmds f . drg - KP’dj K”‘dpdr KS1ds f . d,deg 
+ 4 KpjKm’ Ks’dpdmds f . d,dedjg + i KPj Km’drdj Ksldpdmds f . deg 
- i Kpj Km’drdj K”‘de f . dpdmdsg - 4 K”‘dj K”‘dp Ks’dmds f . d,deg 
- i Kp’dj K”‘dr K”‘dmds f . d,deg + $ KPjdj Km’dr K”dpde f ’ dmdsg 
- i KPjdedj Km’ K”‘dmd, f . dpdrg) 
+ O(fi4>. 
(6.12) 
This expansion up to 0 (h3) was derived in [54]. Now we have explicit formulas for the *-product 
in all orders. 
After this, the expansion for the lunar product can readily be obtained from (6.7) and (6.12) 
Fi2 
fog = fg - ~(K”d,K”deJ,f *djg + iKe’Ks’dedsf *drdjg) + 0(h4>. (6.13) 
(all odd powers of fi are absent). 
The substitution of this expansion into the quantum Jacobi conditions (5.2) leads to closed 
(highly nonlinear) equations for the quantum tensor K. The first terms in the &expansion for 
these equations are the following: 
KP'dJ"4d d KhedqdeKj2h 
P s 
+ ~KP’KsqdpdsKj~edrdqdeK~j~) + O(h4) = 0 
(6.14) 
(all odd powers of Ii are absent). 
Thus, we have proved the following statement. 
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Theorem 6.2. (i) Formulas (3.2) and (6.3) determine an explicit expansion of the Weyl star 
product * in the power series in h via the quantum *-tensor K. First terms of this expansion are 
given by (6.12). 
(ii) Formulas (3.2) and (6.3) determine the expansion of the lunar product 0 as well. The 
first terms are given in (6.13). 
(iii) Any skew-symmetric quantum tensor K E Vl(aM) satisfying equations (6.14) determines 
via (6.12) a unique associative *-product, which makes n/r: a quantum Weyl-manifold with *- 
tensor K. 
Remark 6.1. If we seek the solution of (6.14) in the form (2.3, then for the quantum corrections 
PC ,). Pi?). . . . to the Poisson tensor P we obtain a chain of linear equations of the following 
type: 
UP, P@Jl = P(m)3 m = 1,2,... . (6.15) 
Here 1.. .I are the classical Schouten brackets, and the right-hand sides rcrn) for each fixed m 
are given explicitly via P, P(l), . . . , PC,_l). The formula for r(t): 
r(,, = L 6 
l2 (jl.jz,j7) 
(Pp’d, P”“dpds Pjz’dqde Pj2j1 + 4 Pp’ P”“d,,d$ Pj3[d,dqdp Pj,jl) 
ws obtained in [54]. Now we have represented the explicit procedure for calculation of all TCmj, 
m 3 1. 
Note that formula (6.12) after the substitution of expansion (2.5) reads 
,f *s = fg- $P”d,yf ‘dig 
+ h2(& P”‘dr P”j(d, f . dedjg - deds f . djg) - $ Per P”jdtd,y f . drdjg) 
+ ih?(& Pt’j Pm’d, P”‘d,d,,,d, f . drdjg - & Ppj P”‘dr P”dedj f . drdmd,Yg 
- & Pp’dj Pm’dpdr P”‘dmds f . deg - & Pp’dj P”‘dpdr Psrda f . dmdrg 
+ & Pp’ P”‘P”‘d,~d~d, f . drdedjg + & Ppj P”‘drdj P”‘dpdmd,s f . dtg (6.16) 
- & PpJ Pm’d,dj Psidf f dpdmdsg - & P”dj Pmrdp P”‘dmd,s f . d,deg 
- & Pp’dj P”‘dr P”dmds f . dpdeg + & P”dj P”“dr P”‘dpde f . dmdsg 
- & PpJdfdj P”‘Ps’d~d~ f . dpdrg - 4 P;“:,ds f . djg) 
+ O(h?). 
This formula expresses the Weyl *-product in terms of the Poisson tensor P, and its quantum 
corrections PC,, . 
The solvability of system (6.15) for quantum corrections, in general, is an open question 
till now. Of course, for a wide class of particular cases, the positive answer is known. For 
the case of quadratic Poisson tensor P, the system (6.15) (and the initial equation (6.14)) is 
equivalent o the quantum Yang-Baxter equation (see [21, 22, 21). Perhaps, the results 1971 could 
clarify this problem for the general case. Note that the remarkable and unexpected eformation 
formula discovered in [60] in three leading orders coincides with (6.16) but in the order f23 this 
deformation formula seems to be of a non-Weyl type and does not generate a solution PC,, of 
equation (6.15) for m = 1. 
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We stress the following: if equations (6.14) or (6.15) are solvable and so, the quantum 
+-tensor K does exist, than the corresponding *-product algebra has representations by ti- 
pseudodifferential operators (see in [54], as well in Sect. 9 below). In this case, in view of 
the general equivalence theorem [60], all other possible formal star-products on M would also 
have operator representations. So, one can say that in this case the classical mechanics on M 
is deformed to a quantum mechanics, or more precisely, to a semiclassical mechanics. And 
back: if some star-product over MY has a representation by ti-pseudodifferential operators, then 
equations (6.14) and (6.15) are solvable. 
7. Properties of quantum vector fields 
From (6.13) one can derive the expansion of quantum vector fields (3.3). 
Theorem 7.1. The quantum vector-fields have the expansion in even powers of h: 
a- = a + h%(l) + h4U(2) + . . . , 
where a = aqd,, and all coejficients a(k) are explicitly known differential operators of order 
2k + 1. In particular, 
~(1) = APer Psjd,dSaq . dqdrdj + h Per * dr PSj . drdja’ . dqdS. 
Now let us note that in view of Theorem 6.2 the Weyl *-product is generated by the quantum 
tensor K only. So, any variation of the star-product is determined by a variation of K. Let ; be 
a family of Weyl star-products, starting from * at E = 0. Then the first variation of K can be 
defined as 
The first variation of the *-product is given by 
$(f ; g)lEzO = fi. A~(fl s), 
where the bidifferential operator A 6~ is determined only by K and 6 K. 
(7.1) 
Lemma 7.1. The variation (7.1) of the *-product generated by a variation SK of the *-tensor 
K can be represented as the sum 
&,(f,g) = -;(6KSeOd,f)Odeg+h2u,,(f,g). 
Here the3rst summand is skew symmetric in f , g and pure imaginary, the second summand is 
symmetric in f, g and real. The expansion of ugK (f, g) in Ii contains only even powers and is 
explicitly known from (6.12); the leading term is the following: 
u,,(f,g) = &(KL’dr(GK)“j+(6K)“drKSj)(d~f *dedjg-dedTf ‘djg) 
- ~Ke’(SK)Sjd~d~ f. drdjg + O(h*). 
We have the following two basic theorems that describe properties of quantum vector fields. 
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Theorem 7.2. Any quantum vector~field a satisfies the following analog of the Leibniz rule: 
a-(f *g) = a-(f) *g + f *a-(g) - h,. A[IK.~~~(.~ g). (7.2) 
So, in general, quantum vector$elds are not derivations of the *-algebra (but any quantum 
Euler-Poisson vector-field a = adh(f) = -UK, fjt, is such a derivation). 
Proof. By definition (3. l), we have 
a-(f *g>(6) = lim a((f * g>(C + &a(O) - (f *g)(O). (7.3) 
Let us consider the product ; generated by the noncommutative variables 6” + &a” (6). .Y = 
l.....n.Notethat 
+ E(K”~ 0 d9aS - K”9 0 d,a’) + 0(c2) 
= KfS(t + Fa(t)) + 0(e2). 
Here the deformed z-tensor K, is given by 
K, = K +&UK, all, + O(E*), 
where UK, all, is the quantum bracket between the quantum *-tensor K and the quantum vector 
fields N. So, by definition (7.1) 
f p g = f‘ *g + EWIK,~J~(~. g) + W*>. 
After the substitution to (7.3) we obtain 
a-(.f * 8) = lim [i(f ; g)(C + &a) - (.f *g>(C) - ~fiAn~,~~~(f, R)] 
= lim f [.K? + &a) * g($ + ~4 - (f * @(O] - ~A~K,~~,~ (5 8) 
= lim f[(f + pa” * (g + &a-(g)) - (f * g)] - ~~A~K.,IJ,(./‘~ g)
=a-(f>*g+f *a-(g) - Qv~a~~ t.6 g>. 
The proof is complete. 0 
Theorem 7.3. Under the change of local coordinates C; = cp($‘), the components of a quantum 
vector,field change as follows: 
a” (cp) = a” 0 d$#. (7.4) 
Here u = (a,‘} are the components of the quantum vectorfield in local coordinates 6, {a’Y} are 
the components of the same field in local coordinates <‘, di = d/d<‘L, and the lunar product 0 
in (7.4) is taken in the coordinates <‘. 
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Proof. Let us denote by V,” the transformation 
v:: f + f(YJ)E, 
where the symmetrization (. )E is taken with respect to the product 5 generated by the non- 
commutative variables 6’ + &a((‘) (see in the proof of Theorem 7.2 above). Then, by defini- 
tion, there should be the equality 
V(r(f(5 + Ed) = v&VW + EU’) + O(E2>. 
On the right of (7.5), we have 
(7.5) 
v&w>@ + 4 = fMC’ + 4) = fk46’) + &oP) + w&*)). 
On the left of (7.5) we have 
V,“(fE + d) = m(F) + EabO)). 
The comparison of these two relations leads to (7.4). The theorem is proved. 0 
Corollary 7.1. Under the change of local coordinates c = q(<‘) the components of the *-tensor 
K (2.4) change as follows: 
K”[((p) = (K’qp 0 d&Y) 0 dive 
(with the same notation as in (7.4)). 
8. Quantum version of the de Rham complex 
Let us try to define the space of quantum differential forms according to the usual idea 
of duality (or pairing) between forms and vector fields. Now we have to consider, of course, 
quantum vector fields. Our version of quantum pairing is based on the multi-component lunar 
product (3.2b). 
Let w = {Oj,,,.j,} be a set of functions skew-symmetric in the indices jt , . . . , j,. For any 
quantum vector fields al, . . . , a,, we define 
w(a1,. . . , m a ) gf cajI v . . 1 ’ V LZk) 0 WjI...jm. 
Thus we obtain a set of quantum forms of all degrees m = 1,2, . . . . 
A differential in the complex of quantum forms can be defined by analogy with the classical 
Cartan formula: 
m+l 
dw(al, . . . 1&?2+1) = C(-lYfW(w(a,, . . .) CT&, . . .) a,)) 
k=l 
m+l 
- 
c C-1) k+s+‘w(bk, a&, al, . . . , 
iik ,..., ii, ,..., a,,,)). 
k,s=l 
(8.1) 
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Theorem 8.1. The differential (8.1) of the quantum form w is given by 
m+l 
(dw)jl...jm+, = c (-l)k+'dir~j,...;i.,.j,~+,. 
k=l 
The proof of this theorem uses the following generalization of formula (3.4). 
Lemma 8.1. 
aA(kl V . . . V 2%) 0 f) = T(gl V . . V a-@,) v . . v gm) 0 f 
i-=1 
f (go V . . . V g, V a”) 0 d,Tf. 
By Theorem 8.1, in the Weyl local coordinates the differential of a quantum form looks like 
the differential of the classical form. 
In particular, exact quantum forms of degree 1 are just usual differentials of functions acting 
on quantum vector fields by the formula 
df(a) = a-(f). 
The first quantum cohomology with respect to differential (8.1) coincides with the classical 
de Rham cohomology. 
9. Quantum phase space over a Poisson manifold 
Let _M be a Poisson manifold with Poisson tensor P, and let K be a solution of equation (6.14) 
admitting an expansion of type (2.5). Then K generates the Weyl +-product (6.12) over M. 
This *-product is well-defined on the space of functions regularly depending on Ii --+ 0 (as 
a formal power series). Actually, such a regular picture is not suficient for quantization, since 
solutions of any, even simplest, quantum equations are not regular and automatically oscillate 
like exp{iS/k} or in a more complicated manner as Ii --+ 0. For instance, the problem of 
quantization of the pseudogroup of Poisson transformations, even in the symplectic case, is not 
solvable in any algebra of regular, i.e., not &oscillating functions. Therefore such oscillations 
(on which all powers of operators Iidj are bounded as II -+ 0) are absolutely inevitable and 
should be included into a space 3h(M) of observables over nil-, see [5 1,53,54]. The *-product 
on the extended algebra 3h (M) is represented by an &expansion 
(9.0) 
where d = a/at, and T,h are symbols of some integral I&Fourier operators over M. 
The Weyl star-products of type (9.0) over symplectic manifolds were constructed in [53]. 
The general Poisson case is a more difficult problem. 
Geometrically, the appearance of k-oscillations in observables f,g means that in addition to 
the Poisson manifold M, one should consider a phase space E of doubled dimension in which the 
manifold M c E plays the role of a “configuration subspace,” and the oscillations are controled 
by a dual “momenta subspace.” Following this idea, a phase space E was defined in ]5 1 ] as a 
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symplectic manifold with a pair of polar Poisson mappings: 
.C:E+M, r: E + n/z’-‘, 
M is a Lagrangian submanifold in E, 
(9.1) 
Here the minus in ?M?) means that the Poisson tensor on M just changes the sign; the brackets 
{JZ, r}E are the Poisson brackets between the components of JJ and r on E. 
In the case M = g*, where 0 is a Lie algebra and the Poisson tensor on g* is linear, the 
phase space 1 is isomorphic to the cotangent bundle T*G z g* x G, where G is the Lie group 
corresponding to 8. In this case, the mappings e and r are given by the Lie construction of right 
and left group translations of covectors. 
In fact, Sofus Lie considered [65] the nonlinear Poisson brackets as well (and even earlier 
than the linear ones). He found the solution of (9.1) in neighborhoods of points on n/c, where the 
rank of the Poisson tensor is maximal (just applying a generalization of the Darboux theorem; 
see explanations in [26]). 
In the general degenerate Poisson case, expEicit formulas for 1, r were discovered in [42] 
(see also [52, formula (6)]) and in [90] in two versions: of first and second kind coordinates, 
which correspond to the Weyl and to the normal ordering of noncommuting variables. Then 
this basic observation was developed in [43,44] and in [91] up to the notion of symplectic 
groupoid over M. Namely, the phase manifold E can be endowed with a groupoid structure 
whose reduction mappings (“target” and “source”) are f? and r; see details also in [54, 66,981 
and in Weinstein’s paper in this volume. 
On the quantum level, E and M are supposed to be quantum manifolds, and the mappings e and 
Y in (9.1) should be replaced by commuting reduction homomorphisms of quantum function 
algebras 
i*: 3h(M) + 3/7,(E), i*: 3/&M>(-) + 3h(r), 
Jlvc. i* = jM . ;* = I, 
(9.2) ^. 
ri*(f ), i*(g)1 = 0, Vf, g. 
The sign minus means the inverse ordering of the multipliers in the star-product, and jM denotes 
a quantum restriction of functions from E onto M. 
Also note that functions on the phase space E are considered as symbols of ti-pseudo- 
differential operators acting over M. That is why, in addition to (9.2), the algebra 3,(E) is 
assumed to act on 3~(M) (as on a vector space) and the reduction homomorphisms (9.2) 
intertwine this action with the left and right regular representations: 
@*f) 08 = f *g, (;* f) 0 g = g * f. (9.2a) 
Explicit formulas for quantum reduction mappings .?* and i* were obtained in [43], using, 
as a basic object, the Weyl *-product on the space of regular (nonoscillating) functions over M. 
Now, Theorem 6.2 shows how to construct such a “basic” *-product over Poisson manifold 
M starting from a solution K of equation (6.14). Thus, we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 9.1. The construction of the formal Wql +-product via Theorem 6.2 in combination 
with the result of [43] (for details, see [54, p. 249-263 of the English edition]) generates the 
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explicit construction of the Weyl *-product of type (9.0) in the extended algebra 3h (M), as well, 
the construction of quantum reduction homomorphisms with properties (9.2), (9.2a). 
Note that in (9.2) the relations on the second line involve just the classical restriction mapping 
j&t = .&> j,(f) gf &’ if on the space E the star-product is defined by the normal ordering 
quantization (with respect to the real “vertical” polarization given by the “anchor” projection 
E --+ M). If over E one considers some other star-product, say, the Weyl product, then the clas- 
sical restriction mapping j, must be replaced by the quantum one & which is the composition 
of j,V and the morphism transporting Weyl-symbols to the normal ordering symbols. 
Note also, that we can change the *-product on M as well; i.e., in (9.2) we can consider 
some other star-product in 3h(M) instead of the Weyl product. An interesting case is again the 
star-product corresponding to the normal ordering in some local coordinates on M. These new 
coordinates are functions of old Weyl coordinates, and so, this new “normal” star-product can 
be evaluated explicitly just by using general transformation formulas between the Weyl and the 
“normal” operator calculus; all coefficients of II-expansions are known in an exact closed form 
(see [41] or [54, Appendix 11). So, in (9.2) we can easily replace the Weyl star product over 7~1 
by any other product which is convenient for calculations. 
Now we consider one important special situation in which the normal ordering over M is 
preferable in comparison with the Weyl symmetrization. More precisely, it will be the normal 
ordering corresponding to “creation and annihilation operators,” or to a quantum Kahlerian 
polarization over M. 
10. Quantum complexification and vacuum submanifold 
The partial complex Structure on M [ 16, 69, 3 l] is defined by an atlas with local coordinates 
(A _ C), where A = (A’. . . . , Ak) are real, C = (Cl, . . . . Cd) are complex; and changes of 
complex coordinates on intersections of charts are assumed to be holomorphic. (Bellow all 
complex coordinates are supposed to belong to a neighborhood of the origin in c.) 
So, now instead of real Weyl coordinates 6 = (t ‘, . . . , (‘I) on M we shall use the partial 
complex coordinates (A’, . . . , Ak, Cl, . . . , Cd), where k + 2d = n. 
The complex$cation M” of M is a tubular neighborhood of M with local coordinates 
(B. A, C), where B = (Bt , . . . , Bd), the coordinates C, B are holomorphic, and A are real; the 
equation C = B determines the embedding of M into M’; there is an involution nlc” -+ I@, 
(B, A, C) t-+ (C, A, B), whose fixed points constitute the real manifold M c M”. 
Locally. each function f = f (C. A, C) on M can be holomorphically extended to a functions 
f(B. A. C) on M”, and the conjugate functions f is extended to f (C, A, B), and thus the 
complex conjugation is consistent with the involution on M” (see [35, 841). 
4 partial complex structure is consistent with Poisson brackets {. , .}M on M, if purely 
holomorphic functions g = g(C) form a commutative Poisson subalgebra. A consistent complex 
structure is called complex polarization, if partially holomorphic functions (annuled by a/a B) 
form a Poisson subalgebra. This structure is called partial Ktihlerian if the matrix of Poisson 
brackets ( 1 /i) (Bj. Br}sf is positive almost everywhere. 
We say that a complex polarization over a Poisson manifold M possesses a vacuum, if there 
is a submanifold MO c M locally given by equations MO = (C = 0} and such that Poisson 
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brackets of any two partially holomorphic functions vanish on Mu. The dimension of the vacuum 
submanifold is dim Me = k. 
About other possible ways to introduce the notion of polarization over a Poisson manifold 
see [38,39,86,92]. 
The quantum KiihEerian polarization over a Poisson manifold M is a partial Kahlerian po- 
larization with a vacuum together with a star-product * possessing the following properties: 
(a) ==g*J‘; 
(b) (il@(f * g - g * f) = If, g], + O(h) 
for any two functions f, g which are regular as fi -+ 0; 
(c) f *g=fg 
for any f and any purely holomorphic function g; 
(d) partially holomorphic functions form a closed subalgebra 3:’ (M) c 3ti(M) with respect 
to the star-product *; 
(4 (f *g)lMO=flMo& 
for any g E 3~‘(M), where MO is a vacuum submanifold in M. 
In this case the star-product * will be called the normal product over M (with respect to the 
given quantum polarization). 
Remark 10.1. Usually, the coordinates Cj correspond to annihilation operators Cj, the co- 
ordinates Bj correspond to creation operators Bj = CT, and condition (c) means the normal 
ordering of these operators: the annihilations C are the first, the creations B are the last. If op- 
erators Afi = (A@)* correspond to the real coordinates A, then we can say that the function 
f (B, A, C) is the normal symbol of the operator 
So, in this notation f’p = f-. 
From the previous discussion in Section 9 we obtain the following result. 
Theorem 10.1. Suppose that a Poisson manifoZd M is endowed with a partial Klihlerian 
structure with a vacuum, and also there is a star-product over MY, say, the WeyZ +-product via 
Theorem 6.2. Suppose that the holomorphic coordinates Cj mutually commute with respect o *, 
as well A’“, and the coordinates A, C generate a closed subalgebra with respect o *. Then over 
M there is an expZicit construction of the normal product * on the space offunctions which are 
formal power series in Ii; this is the unique star-product over M such that the correspondence 
“normal symbol” H “ WeyZ symbol,” A@BBCY H BB *A” * Cy 
is a homomorphism of *-algebra to *-algebra. 
This product * can be also extended to a space 3h(M) offunctions with singuZar exponential 
dependence in h like exp{S/ti). Namely, we have 
f * g = f (&? L &)g = g&a, i/t, &f? (10.1) 
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where LB, LA, Lc (or Re, RA. Rc) are operators of the left (or right) regular representation 
for the normal *-product; all these operators are of the following type: 
s = S&i a/b; ~,lta~Lk &ia/k), (10.2) 
with symbols 
s = s(O) + @y’ + pp’ + , . . expansion in power series in h. 
The symbols LB, LA, ,&c of operators LB, LA, LC of the left regular representation, as well 
symbols 2~) %A, 3& of operators Rg , RA, Rc of the right regular representation are evaluated 
explicitly. 
Of course, the symbols LB = B and LRc = C are obviously given. Formulas for other symbols 
LA, Lc and LRB, %A are too cumbersome to reproduce them here. We refer to [55] for details 
and only mention that these formulas are obtained almost in the same way as in the Weyl case. 
Below in Section 15 we precisely describe the triple of leading symbols 8 = (Lf’, LT’, LF’) 
and r@ = (a:‘, %f’. %‘“’ c ). 
Note also that Theorem 10.1 implicitly contains a statement about the existence of a classical 
phase space E’ over the complexification M@ of the Poisson manifold M. This phase space is 
just a partial complexification of the phase space E over 34. 
Corollary 10.1. Leading symbols of operators of left and right regular representations for the 
*-algebra generate polar Poisson mappings: 
eC:rC4VF’, rc. E” +, J/f-’ (t!“, rC} = 0, 
MC is a Lagrangian subman$old in E’, 8 lkiC = r’ (MC = id _ 
(10.3) 
In fact, the manifold I” can be endowed with a groupoid structure (with reduction mappings 
L!‘, rC) in the same way as in [44]. As we see in the next section, this partial complex groupoid I” 
is closely related to geometric objects which control irreducible representations of the quantum 
manifolds M. 
11. Explicit construction of irreducible representations of the star-product algebra 
Let M be endowed with a quantum Kahlerian polarization. For each a E MO let us denote 
by ,j,, the restriction mappings j,(f) gf f(a), or in other notation 
jL,: f (R, A. C) w f (0, a, 0). (11.1) 
For arbitrary multi-indices c~, ,8 f Z$, we define the numbers 
k(a),p Ef jCi(B” * BP). (11.2) 
These numbers are explicitly known if one knows only permutation relations between C, B, A, 
i.e., if one knows the quantum *-tensor (for detail see [55]). 
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For any a E Ma, let us introduce the “reproducing kernel”: 
(11.3) 
where 
eZ(B) %f exp(zB/ti). 
We say that the normal product over M admits a vacuum if for each a E ?vfa the following 
condition holds: 
(f) the infinite Hermitian matrix k(u) (11.2) is positive definite, 
and the series (11.3) has a nonzero radius of convergence. 
Using the inverse matrix k(u)-‘, we can define the Hilbert space Ip, of antiholomorphic 
distributions with the following inner product: 
g(Z) = c ;& E F,, 
Ial> . 
(g, ,!&I0 = c l~l+lPl (/Qp)‘“B &/_ &* 
(11.3a) 
fi 
M.lBIaO 
Note that the reproducing kernel X, is just the integral kernel of the unity operator I in the 
Hilbert space Ip, . 
Remark 11.1. In the notation of Remark 10.1 the restriction mapping (11 .l) is the mean value 
of the operator on a vacuum vector w3a (0), i.e., 
(11.4) 
IlW~(O)II = 13 qwm = 0, A?&(O) = uw. (11.5) 
Here (. , -)x denotes the inner product in a Hilbert space Xc, where the operators B, A, and C 
act. Condition (e) from the list of Section 10 is just a simple consequence of (11.4), (11.5). The 
reproducing kernel X, (11.3) can be written as follows: 
KG, z) = (%%(O), eZclti. ezB’Rlpa(0))x = (%(z>, +&(z))~. 
Here 
!J3a (z) $Ef ezB+JJn (0) (11.6) 
are coherent states in X generated by the creation operators B and the vacuum vector wa(0) 
(for different definitions of coherent states see [57, 1,59,70,74,75, 831). So, condition (f) 
guarantees that the norms (wa (z), ps, (z)), of coherent states are positive. 
Remark 11.2. Actually, condition (f) is much stronger then we really need; it is sufficient but 
not necessary for the positivity of norms. The generalization of this condition is considered in 
details in [55] for a wide class of products * and quantum polarizations. Here we only point out 
that in the compact case (i.e., if symplectic leaves in 3M: are compact) the infinite matrix (11.2) 
is restricted to a finite matrix, the sums in (11.3), (11.3a) are finite too, and the submanifold 
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Ma has to be replaced by a lattice inside of ?VIO (this lattice can be also described by the 
quantization condition for cohomology class of the form o (12.2) over irreducible leaves S& 
(13.8): [w/2nfi] E H2(&, Z), a E lattice c Me). In the noncompact case the assumption 
about nonzero convergence radius in (f), in fact, can be loosened. 
Now, for each a E Ma, we construct a subspace E, in the partial complexification E’ of the 
phase space over n/c. First, by n/c: c M" we denote the integral leaf generated by the vector 
fields a/a Bj (j = 1, . . . , d). This leaf intersects the real manifold M c MY" at the point a E Ma. 
Let E be a subbundle whose fibers consist of covectors over M” annulling a/aA, a/aC and 
sufficiently small. Then the subspace E, is obtained from the subbundle E by the restriction of 
its base from &I” to &IF, i.e., 
E, dAf El,,. 
U 
We call E, creation submanifolds in E ‘; they are parameterized by points from the vacuum 
submanifold: a E Ma c M. 
In local coordinates these creation submanifolds are described as follows: 
E, = {(B, z; a, 0; O,O)l. 
Note that each E, is a symplectic submanifold in E’. The conjugate annihilation submanifold 
E” %f {(O,O; a, 0; C, Z)) 
intersects E, at the real point a E &IO. 
Lemma 11.1. For each operator S of type (10.2), the following formulas hold: 
j,(& * Sez) = S,@ A, 2)X&z), jcl(Se, * eJ = Sa(h !I, Z)X,(i. z), 
where 8 = a/&z, 8 = a/a.?, and the following notation is used: 
S, Ef S/; S” !kf si,,. (11.7) 
Here S is the symbol of S in the sense of (10.2). 
Proof. For brevity, we prove only the first formula of the lemma. It follows from condition (e) 
that .i,( f * g) = j,< f) . j,(g) if ag/i3 B = 0. Thus we have 
s,(h A. &ok Z) = j&,(c) * s(h aiaz, 2; U, 0: 0, o)e,(~)) 
= ja(e,(C) * S(i, h a/iB; a, 0; 0, O)eZ(B)) 
= j&,(C) * S(h, h a,kB; A, 0; C, O)q(B)) 
= ja(e,(C) * S(i, ti a/kB: i, h a/kA; k, tia/k)ez(B)) 
= j,(Z, * Se,). 
In these equalities, by B, A, C we indicate the interior variables with respect to which the 
*-product and the mapping ia are applied. The last equality holds since the function e,(B) does 
not depend on A and C. The lemma is proved. 0 
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Now let us apply Lemma 11.1 to the class of operators of left and right regular representation. 
Namely, denote by Lc~ and %f the symbols of the operators of multiplication f* and *f, 
performed in the form (10.2); that is, 
f * = L,(& fi a/&3; i, fi a/h; i?, ha/k), 
*f =xf(i,ha/b3; i,tia/Li; E,ha/bc). 
Consider the restrictions of these symbols and their conjugates to the vacuum phase submanifolds 
E, and Ea as in (11.7). We denote: 
(11.8) 
Lemma 11.2. The correspondence f H Lf,a given by (11.8) is a homomorphism, the corre- 
spondence f H Rf,a is an anti-homomorphism. 
Proof. In view of Lemma 11.1 we have: 
(11.8a) 
and hence 
Lf,aLg,a&(Z z> = j,(Lf,& * (g *eJ) = j,(<G * f> * (g * d). 
The last relation here is proved in the same way as in Lemma 11.1. Thus, we obtain 
Lf,aLg,n&(Z, z> = j,(G * (f * s> * e,) = Lf*g,aX(Z, z>. 
Similar derivations show that Rf,* R,,, = R,,f,n. The lemma is proved. Cl 
Thus, we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 11.1. (i) Let the normal star-product over M admit a vacuum. Let MO be a vacuum 
submanifold in M. Then for any a E n/Co, there is a homomorphism of the normal star-product 
algebra over M to the algebra of antiholomorphic differential operators. On the coordinate 
functions this homomorphism acts by the following formulas 
B H LB,a - +%;(fi a, 2). 
(11.9) 
Here the symbols /2$, Li, ,C,: are determined from symbols of the left regular representation 
(Theorem 10.1) by the restriction procedure (11.7) onto the creation submanifold Ea. The 
general formula for this homomorphism is (11 .S), or the following: 
3 2 1 
f I+ Lf,a = f (LB,a, LA+, &,a). (11.10) 
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The representation (11.10) of the normal star-product algebra is irreducible and Hermitian 
in the Hilbert space 3’, of antiholomorphic distributions with the Hilbert structure (11.3a), 
that is, (LA,~)* = LA_, and (LB,~)* = Lc,, in ip,. The vacuum vector in ‘9, is the unity 
function 1 E 1 (Z), and so, Lc,~ 1 = 0, LA,~ 1 = a. 
(ii) All statements in (i) remain valid after the following change: homomorphism + unti- 
homomorphism, anti-holomorphic -+ holomorphic, L,;, + Rf,,, left + right, Lc” -+ fR,,, 
creution --f annihilation, and ‘P, --+ Tpa. After this change, the analog offormula (11.10) looks 
likp 
1 
f’-+Rf,a=f(R B,a? i A.a, i C.a). (ll.lOa) 
Remark 11.3. Actually, an interesting point of Theorem 11.1 is that the irreducible representa- 
tions of the star-product are constructed via symbols of operators of the left or right regular rep- 
resentation. These symbols are evaluated explicitly starting from a quantum *-product over M; 
moreover, these symbols are constructed geometrically; for instance, the leading symbols deter- 
mine the groupoid reduction mappings in (10.3). Note that to obtain irreducible representations. 
as we see, it is not sufficient to have a star-product over M defined only as a formal series in fi; 
it must be first extended to the phase space level (9.2a) or (10.1). 
Another interesting point is that in (11.9), (11. lo), (1 I. 1Oa) we use only the restriction (1 1.7) 
of a11 symbols to the creation or annihilation submanifolds E” or E,,. 
Remark 11.4. As in Remark 11.1, let X be an abstract Hilbert space of a representation of the 
algebra Yb(M): 
.f +-+ f = f(& 1, &). (11.11) 
For each a E MO the coherent ransform 
pa: Tp, -+ 3c (I 1.12) 
can be defined by the relation 
(11.13) 
The image of p, is a subspace !X, c X that coincides with the closure of the linear envelope of 
the set of coherent state, i.e., 3c, = span{!+?,(z)). The mapping pa : fp, + X, is unitary, and 
its inverse is given by p;‘(u) = (!&Ipa, u)~. The Hilbert subspace Xc, is the space, where the 
irreducible component of the representation (11.11) acts. Under the coherent transform ( 11.12) 
this component turns into (11.10). 
From (11.6) it readily follows that the coherent states satisfy the equations 
BWa(z) = Lcs.,(fL A, f)Wa(z), C%(z) = k.a(fi A. huz). 
(11.14) 
AWS,(z) = LA,cr(fL &h_&). 
We recall that LB,,, L Q, r-‘A,o are restrictions on the annihilation submanifold E, of symbols 
of the left regular representation operators B*, C*, A*. The system (I 1.14) could be considered 
as a system of equations determining coherent states. 
Similar equations hold for the reproducing kernel X, . Say, from (11.8a) and (11.9) we obtain 
the following statement. 
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In the particular case in which ys, = Xa, the operators B, C, A are given by (11.9); so, 
C = tL$. and (11.14) implies a system of equations determining the function X,. 
Corollary 
and 
11.1. The reproducing kernel satisfies the equations 
1 2 _ 
hax, = k,,vi a, 2)x,, qi_o = 19 
Im(LA,,(ti i, g)X,) = 0. 
(11.15) 
(11.15a) 
In particular, if one represents the reproducing kernel in the exponential form 
x, = eFalh, (11.16) 
then for the quantum Kahlerian potential F, = F,(Z, z) the following quantum Hamilton- 
Jacobi equation holds: 
1 2 
a& = &da6 + ha, Z) 1, F,l,,o = 0, (11.17) 
together with the additional condition 
Im(LCA,,(aF, It ha, 2, 1) = 0. (11.17a) 
Note that in (11.15), (ll.l5a), (11.17), (11.17a) we have not single equations, but systems of 
equations, since z = (z’, . . . , zd), a = (a/a$, . . . , a/i3zd), and Lc,, is a vector-valued func- 
tion: L-,(B, z) = (&,,, (B, z), . . . , L-+ (B, z)). The components of Lc,, quantum commute: 
*cc,,, (h : +B, :)& (B, z) = *cc,,, (h A +B, :,Lc,,, (B  z) Vs, j = 1,. . . , d, 
what follows from the commutativity C, * Cj = Cj * C, (see condition (c) in Section 10). 
System (11.15) allow us to derive the kernel X, or the potential F, directly and independently 
from the dejmition via the power series (11.3). In particular, (11.7), (11.7a) can be readily solved 
by formal /&expansion 
F a = F”’ + hF(‘) + h2Fc2) + . . . . a a a (11.18) 
Equations for the leading part F,“) see in (15.1); geometry of higher terms is considered in 
[45-47, 551. 
Also note that from (11.15) we obtain 
XC, z> = exp ~LB,~ l(Z),( 1 
and so, the reproducing kernel has the form (11.6) in the Hilbert space LJ-C, = Ip, with the 
vacuum 1 and with the creation operators L B,a. For each fixed z, let us denote 
Jr(z) Ef X,(., z) E Tp,. (11.19) 
Thus, in the case PC, = Ip,, the functions n (z,) 3 !J3a (z) are coherent states in the space LP,, 
and the coherent transform (11.12) is just the identical mapping & = I. 
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12. Explicit power series for the Wick product over KIhler manifolds 
From Theorem 11 .l, for each a E MO we know the irreducible representation of the *- 
product algebra 3h(?vl) by antiholomorphic operators (11.10). Now, taking the natural next step, 
we would like to realize these operators by functions (symbols) with some new star-product ;
which is nondegenerate, i.e., has the trivial center. Further, this new function algebra will be 
identified with a space of functions over a submanifold Q2, c MS. 
The problem is to dequantize the representation (11. lo), preserving the triviality of the center, 
or, in other words, preserving the irreducibility. 
In this section we describe (and clarify) the procedure of the Wick-Klauder-Berezin 
(5-9, 57, 581 quantization/dequantization. 
First of all, over the space of functions in 2, z E Cd, we now introduce a star-product z 
generated by a reproducing kernel. For simplicity, we denote the reproducing kernel by CJC, as 
previously, although now the kernel could be a general function, i.e., it is not necessarily given 
by ( 11.3). Anyway, this function is an integral kernel of the unity operator in a Hilbert space CPp,, 
of anti-holomorphic distributions. 
First, note that the Hilbert structure naturally generates the “matrix” multiplication of func- 
tions 
(cp x $)(Z. Z) ef (40(2, .), q(., Z)), . 
L2 
Here the scalar product in Ip, is considered with respect to the arguments marked by dots. The 
unity element for this “matrix” multiplication is the function ZJC,. 
Now, one can introduce a new multiplication [ 5,6,57,8 1 ] 
(12.1) 
The unity element for this multiplication is 1. The algebra of functions with product (12.1) will 
be denoted by 3:. 
Note that there is a simple geometric interpretation of products like (12.1) via integrals of 
the closed form 
o = iajak F, dfJ A dzk, F, = lnX,, (12.2) 
over certain complex membranes [45-501. In fact, this form is the only object which is needed to 
determine the product 2 (see also in [40]). In this section we derive explicit formulas connecting 
w and $. 
Note that all the key properties, like the properties (a)-(e) from the list of Section 10, hold 
for the product (12.1): 
cp 2 1cI - $1: v = --ifilv, *I + OG*>; 
rp~~=v~ if + is holomorphic, 
where (. , . } are the Poisson brackets generated by the symplectic form 
(12.3) 
o. dsf iaa FJ”) dz A dz, 00 = wltr,o. (12.2a) 
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The first and the last properties in (12.3) can readily be verified by using the definition (12.1). 
But the second one (considered only on functions, which are regular as ti + 0) is not so simple 
to prove. In order to prove this second property, we use and develop now the Fock-Dirac idea of 
creation-annihilation operators. This provides us not only with (12.3) but with explicit formulas 
for all terms of power &expansions of the product 2 in terms of the Ghlerian form (12.2) 
exclusively. 
In our Hilbert space Ip, (11.3a) let us consider the operators of multiplication by coordinate 
functions Z’, . . . , id, and introduce the adjoint operators 
2” dlZJ (z”)*, S = l,...,d. (12.4) 
Since CJC, is the integral kernel of the unity operator, for each fixed z the function n(z) (11.19) 
is the eigenfunction for all operators i”: 
S”n(z) = ZS . n(z), s= l,...,d. (12.5) 
In particular, 
i” 1 = 0, S = l,...,d. (12Sa) 
In view of (12.4), (12Sa), the operators i” could be considered as annihilation operators in rP, 
with the vacuum vector 1 E Pa. 
To each functions 40 = ~(2, Z) E 3:, we assign an operator $ in the Hilbert space Cl’, by the 
formula 
@ %rcp(;, 4). (12.6) 
In view of (12.5), this formula explicitly reads 
@(g(Z)) = (40(2, .)n(z), &&? g E yfl. (12.6a) 
The next statement concerns the key properties of quantization (12.6). 
Theorem 12.1. The following equalities hold: 
@1@2 = GG2? a 
‘p*=&@03c,. 
Cl a 
In particular, if p = 2 F,, then (12.6a) implies 
(12.7) 
(12.8) 
gx = ha. (12.9) 
Proof. Equalities (12.7), (12.8) follow directly from (12.6a) and (12.1). From (12.6a) we also 
have 
8% g(Z) = (WC, z)X,(., z), ,&,a = tia(&(., z), g)Ya = tiag(z), 
since X, is the integral kernel of the unity operator. 0 
An explicit form of (12.9) is 
&F,(;, t) = ha,, s= l,...,d. (12.9a) 
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Note thatfrom this equation one can derive the annihilation operator i explicitly as a function 
in j and 2 while the matrix 
wes *Af aeasFa (12.10) 
is not degenerate. We are not distracted for this calculation. Let us now derive an explicit formula 
for the quantum z-tensor from (12.9a). 
Following the general definition (2.4), in order to determine the quantum z-tensor in our 
case, we have to perform the commutators [Z’, ?] via operators of type (12.6) i.e.. 
I?, z” ] = my:, t,. (12.11) 
The matrix N = ((N”‘)) represents the nonzero part of the quantum ;-tensor. 
At the same time we introduce analogs of the operators ad; from Section 3; let us denote 
(12.12) 
The operators D’, D” are Euler-Poisson quantum vector fields with respect to the product 2. 
They can be derived via the quantum E-tensor N using the general commutation formulas (see, 
for example, in [54]). Say, the formula for De is the following 
Here the multi-commutator can be determined from the definition (12.12) as follows: 
[?. . . . , [i, s] . . . ] = fil”l&$. Thus we obtain 
a 
D' = c ti’“’ ~ 
ia,> (Ial + lb! 
D”(Ne’) aaa,. = NL’ p(h F . 2) a,, 
where p(x) = (e” - 1)/x (compare with (3.2), (4.2), and (6.5)). 
For the conjugate operators D e, an analog of (12.13) looks as follows: 
D”= c 
jp 
,a,>o (Ial + lb! 
Da(Nre) 8” 3, = N’” p(h g . 4) &, 
(12.13) 
(12.14) 
From the pair of equations (12.13), (12.14) we readily calculate the I&expansion for both D 
and 0. The first three terms are the following: 
fi 
De = N”“& + -(NPq8pN”S)a 
2 
i3 9 s 
+ ~*($(N’“~,NPq~,~,NE”)a,,~ + ~(N’“a,(NP9apNes))a,a9a,) (12.15) 
+... . 
The formula for D ’ differs from (12.15) just by the replacing a + 8 and N’j -+ Nji . 
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Now let us consider the operators of the left and right regular representation 
;@ d2f L-p, $2 !iif R-p. 
Then 
L’ = zr + ho’, Re = Ze + hDe, r,t = l,..., d. 
Since [L’, z”] = [Re, 2”] = 0, we have 
[D’, z”] = [De, Z”] = 0, Vs, r, e. 
Thus, the product g, which is the product of normal symbols of operators (12.6), can be derived 
as follows: 
j+J”l 
40 1: @ = & t)@ = $, 2 +IhD)$ = C =a5p. Off* 
lbl>O . (12.16) 
= lp expIfi $ .?I 1cI_, 
or, simultaneously, as follows 
(12.16a) 
The leading terms of &expansion for the z-product are 
‘p z @ = 40. I+9 + hNrSa,(p. a,+ 
is= (12.16b) 
+ T(Npq~pN~~aqascp~ a,* + Nrfa,(Npqaqp) . apa,*) + . . . . 
If the quantum tensor N in (12.11) is given a priori, then formulas for the star-product (12.16), 
(12.16a), (12.16b) are final. But, on the other hand, the quantum tensor N itself could be 
determined, say, via the form (12.2) 
o = iwes dZ” A dze. 
For this purpose, let us calculate the commutator with ze on both sides of (12.9a): 
De@&) = 8$, s, -t = 1, . . . , d. 
On the right 8: denotes the Kronecker symbol. After the substitution of (12.13) and (12. lo), we 
obtain 
Ner p(ti g . <)a+, = 8; (12.17) 
or, if we use the notation of Section 3, 
Ner 0 ors = 8:. (12.17a) 
From this relation we can readily derive the quantum tensor N via the K;ihlerian form w. Let 
us denote by 
ges = (,-i)es 
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the elements of the inverse matrix ((we$))-‘. Then from (12.17) the leading terms of &expansion 
for the quantum tensor N are the following: 
N” = g”’ + $amgPr$,gem - 6’ 
[ 
~g”‘gjk(a,gPi)(a,lajgem)aiw,, 
+ ~gs’gjk~j(gP4apgem)aqakW,, + ~g”‘(a,gj’)(~jgPY)(~pgem)aiw,., (12.18) 
- t(&gpr)g,((a,xji)(~jgCm))] + 0(h3). 
After the substitution of this expansion into (12.16b) we obtain an explicit &expansion for the 
z-product 
(12.19) 
As a simple consequence from this expansion we prove the second relation in (12.3) with the 
Poisson brackets given by 
1~5 1c/l = ig;(a,4,+ - a.X%gP), ( 12.20) 
where go = g IhE is the metric corresponding to the classical symplectic form (12.2a). 
Operators De can also be represented via the metric from expansions (12.15) and (12.18): 
D! = gtq + $y2pgE~)a,a, + (am~~~~)(~ppy~] + o(h22>. (12.21) 
Note that although all calculations above were performed in a local chart, the resulting 
expansion (12.19) is invariant with respect to a change of local coordinates Z, z. Thus, we obtain 
the following statement. 
Theorem 12.2. Any (pseudo-) Kahlerian 2-form w on a manifold Q generates the associative 
star-product over S2 withproperties (12.3), (12.1) (the&nction X, in (12.1) is given by (11.161, 
and F, is the local potential of the form w (12.2)). This product can be calculated by formula 
(12.16) or (12.16a), where the operators D, D are derivedfrom (12.13), (12.14) (and the 
quantum tensor N is taken from (12.17a)). Several terms of h-expansions for the star-product, 
for D, andfor N are given in (12.19), (12.21) and (12.18). All terms @expansion (12.19) are 
diflerential invariants on CL 
Thus we have obtained remarkable differential invariants of higher orders 2. 3. . . . on an 
arbitrary (pseudo-) Kahler manifold. They are just coefficients at powers of ?i in the expansion 
(12.22) 
As it follows from (12.19), the first invariant Zr is the half of the Laplace-Beltrami operator 
I, = grsa,g. = ;A. 
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The next invariant Z, one can see in (2.19) as the coefficient at /i2: 
I2 = iA2 + [(~,~p”)(&~‘9) - g’“&&$‘9]&r~P. 
Here the fourth order summand is just the square of the Laplace-Beltrami operator, but we also 
obtain an additional second order differential invariant determined by the following tensor of 
(1, 1)-type: 
gp9 = (&gqa,p) - grsa&P9. (12.23) 
There are many others in the next terms of (12.19). The above procedure guarantees an explicit 
derivation of all invariants Z, (see also [46], in particular, Remarks 1.1 and 1.2 therein). 
Remark 12.1. Formula (12.6) and Theorem 12.1 provide a representation of the star-product 
algebra (12.16) by anti-holomorphic operators. The construction of normal ordering functions 
in creation-annihilation operators of type (12.6) is called the Wick quantization [5]. Normal 
symbol (p of the operator @ (12.6) is called the Wick symbol. That is why we call the product 2 
the Wick product. About other ways to define the Wick product, and for the discussion around 
this topic see in [6,8, 12, 14,36,37,40,46,48-50,57,58,68,79, 81, 851. 
The Wick symbol q of an operator 6 in Tp, can be reconstructed by the formula 
cp(z 
2 
z) = (n(z), +n(& 
(n(z>* a), a. 12 
This is the dequantizution formula due to Berezin and Klauder in terms of coherent states in 
the Hilbert space To. Of course, this formula can be exploited for operators acting in an abstract 
Hilbert space X. One just has to replace n(z) by the abstract coherent state ws, (z) (11.6). The 
Wick symbol 40 of an abstract operator @, acting in X, is determined as follows: 
(12.24) 
If we quantize in this way the coordinate function Z + 2 and denote i sf ($)*, then the operators 
g, 2 possess all properties of creations-annihilations in the Hilbert space YC: 
i%Z(Z) = z%-%(z), P&(O) = 0, 
2 I 
[.?, :I = my:, ?J, ij? = $o(i, 1,. 
Now let us recall the anti- Wick quantization given by the anti-normal ordering 
1 2 
q(z, z> HlCr Ef $(Z, i). (12.25) 
One can readily prove that 
1 
?! = (2Jrfi)d o s 
+(Z, z)n(z, z) dm(z, z). (12.25a) 
Here Il (Z, z) is the orthogonal projection in rP, onto the linear subspace generated by the function 
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n(:) (1 1,19), and dm is the reproducing measure taking part in the resolutions of unity: 
1 
s (2nk>d a 
Il(i, z) dm(Z, z> = 1, 
1 
s (2nh)d R 
p(~, w; Z, z> dm(T, z) = 1. VW. w. 
where 
pczu, w; z, z> dzf %(a, ~)&I(% w) 
&(W, w)&(I, z)’ 
2d = dim 52. 
(12.26) 
(12.26a) 
See in [45-501 for geometric interpretation of this and other interesting equalities via integrals 
over complex membranes of different configurations; after this interpretation, properties like 
(12.26) seem, in fact, very similar to the Duistermaat-Heckman formulas. 
Note also that the reproducing mesure dm is related to the Hilbert structure in the space Ip,, 
(11.3a) as follows: 
II&,, = s, Id2e-F”‘” dm. 
The function $ in (12.25), (12.25a) is called the anti-Wick symbol of the operator y?. The 
product of these symbols also has a geometric interpretation via membranes, as wellras the 
transformation between Wick and anti-Wick symbols. Note that in terms of the differential 
invariants 1, obtained above, the transformation from anti-Wick to Wick symbols is given by 
the formula 
t= +> (D= (I+~;+ (12.27) 
m=l . 
In the particular case of symplectic leaves in semi-simple Lie algebras, this transformation was 
studied in [8], and invariants Z, were calculated in terms of Casimir elements of the Lie algebra. 
As we see from (12.22), the operator 
( 12.28) 
completely determines the Wick product, as well as the transfer to the anti-Wick product (12.27): 
q = P$r. In [45] the operator P was called the probability operator; its integral kernel is the 
probability function p (12.26a) which can geometrically be interpreted via complex membranes 
or via the Calabi diastasis function [ 161; see details in [ 14,46-50, 821. 
Formula (12.28) implies that the probability operator P is formally invertible and the inverse 
operator can readily be calculated as the &series 
P-‘=(exp{~$.~})-‘=l-~A-~(~p9~,&,-fA2)+O(hi). (12.29) 
Here the tensor g is given by (12.23). Now we denote 
Q ‘ikf $(Z - ;A - P-‘) = ~pq&,as - iA= + 0(/i). (12.30) 
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We also introduce operators Q’q by using the definition 
QdzfQP4$ a 
P 4 
and expand these operators into the &power series 
Qpq = Q,“” + tiQf” + fi2Q;’ + . . . . 
Here the leading term is the second-order differential operator 
(12.30a) 
(12.31) 
Q,"" = (&.gP”)(&grq) - A(gPq) 
- gyasp)3, -gyg.gpq)as - $pqA. (12.32) 
All other terms in (12.3 1) can also be calculated explicitly via the quantum metric g by using 
formulas (12.29), (12.30), and (12.21). 
On !CZ let us introduce the Liouville measure generated by the form o (12.2), namely, 
dm” %Lf det 101 dz dz 
and express the reproducing measure dm via the Liouville measure: 
dm = eRf dm”. 
We call f the “reproducing function.” It is globally defined over 52. 
(12.33) 
Theorem 12.3. The reproducing&nction f in (12.33) is a solution of the differential equation 
df = 2 Qpq dWpq. (12.34) 
p,q=1 
Here opq are coeficients (12.10) of the Kiihlerform w and QPq are (pseudo)differential oper- 
ators de$ned by (12.30), (12.30a). 
The operators in expansion (12.31) determine closed l-forms over the Kiihler manifold Cl: 
9, %f 2 Qiq dwpg, m=0,1,2 ,..., 
so that equation (12.34) reads 
df = ~fi”e,. 
m=O 
(12.34a) 
If S’2 is simply connected, then (12.34a) is globally solvable. In general, the cohomology classes 
[&] E H1 (Cl, IR) are the obstructions to the existence of the reproducing measure on S-Z 
(smoothly depending on h). The leading class [&I is given by the l-form on CZ: 
00 = c Q,“” dw,,, 
P.9 
where the second-order differential operators Q,“” are determined by (12.32). 
Remark 12.2. We stress that all formal expansions (12.18), (12.19), (12.22), (12.31), (12.34a) 
are not purely &power series; their coefficients implicitly depend on fi, since the quantum 
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metric g and the quantum symplectic form w in general can depend on fi in a very complicated 
way. For instance, if the Ghler manifold Sz is compact or just posesses a nontrivial 2-cycle, then 
the form w has to satisfy the quantization condition (1/27rfi)[w] E H*(Q , Z) which explicitly 
includes li. 
Remark 12.3. Equation (12.34a) determines the reproducing function f up to an arbitrary 
additive constant only. This constant can readily be obtained from the “normalization” condition 
(12.26). Note also that in the compact case the first relation (12.26) implies a formula for the 
dimension of the quantum function space ip, . Thus we obtain 
1 
(2nfi)d ne s 
-FAftehf dm” = 1, 1 ~ 
s (2nfi)d Q 
eh-,f dm” = dimCP U . 
13. Quantum restriction onto irreducible leaves 
Recall that to each function f E 3h(M) we assigned the operator Lf,a acting in the space Cl’<, 
of antiholomorphic distributions. The algebra of such operators is realized as the algebra 3: of 
the Wick symbols with product $ (12.1), (12.9). 
Denote by fa the Wick symbol of the operator Lf,lr, i.e., 
Lf,a = f7, = .&, ;,, 
.h, = $&(X0). 
u 
We obtain the mapping 
(13.1) 
(13.2) 
f +-+.f,, 3h(M) + 3;. 
The results of Section 12 and Lemma 11.2 imply the statement. 
(13.3) 
Lemma 13.1. For generic a E n/co, for which the matrix (Cj, CkJM is not degenerate at a, the 
mapping (13.3) is a homomorphism of the normal *-product algebra 3t,(M) (see Section 10) 
onto the Wick z-product algebra 3: (12. l), (12.9). The algebra 3; is minimal, that is, its center 
is trivial. Moreover, the operators of the left and right multiplication in 3; are given by) 
.f‘J 2 cp = &1:&V). (13.4) 
0 
v 2 fc = &&&4. (13.5) 
0 
Lemma 13.1 has the following simple consequence. 
Lemma 13.2. (i) Each function fa (13.2) can be per$ormed as 
.fO = f (B,. 1,. &), (13.6) 
where the elements B,, A,, C, E 3: on the right are obtained from the coordinate finctions B, 
A, C by the procedure (13.2), and thefunction of noncommuting elements in (13.6) is understood 
in the sense of the Wick star-product. 
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(ii) Let M = M(B, A, C) be a Casimir element of the normal star-product algebra of 
functions over 3uc, that is, M * f = f * M for all f E 3,&?~lY). Then 
M, = M(iO, A,, 6,) = M(0, a, 0). (13.7) 
(iii) Let A(t), B(t), C(t) be functions obtained from A, B, C by the shift per time t along 
the quantum Liouville-Heisenberg flow of type (4.4). Then for any Casimirhnction M, the 
following identity holds: 
M(i (t)a, i (t)a, C (t)a) = M(0, a, 0). 
Proof. Formula (13.6) follows from the statement of Lemma 13.1 that the mapping (13.3) is a 
homomorphism. Formula (13.7) follows from the minimality of 3’; (since M, commutes with 
all functions, it must be a constant). 0 
We call the functions A,, B,, C, quantum normal coordinates. For simplicity, we assume 
that these coordinates are global on MY. 
Now let us define submanifolds S& c M by means of quantum normal coordinates as 
follows: 
S-22, = {(B, A, C) 1 B = C = B,(z, z), A = A,(.?, z)} . (13.8) 
Then equation (13.7) reads 
M(BrQO, AlfiO, Gin,) = ConSt 
for any Casimir function M. We call !& the quantum irreducible leaves. 
The algebra 3; we identify with the algebra of functions over !2,, that is, 3; = 3h(S2,). Let 
us denote fa = f Ina. The epimorphism (13.3) 
f * f’lQ 3tI(W += 3/i.(%) 
can be called the quantum restriction from M onto !&. From the previous lemmas we obtain 
the theorem. 
Theorem 13.1. The quantum restriction onto irreducible leaves S& (where a is a genericpoint 
on nlz,) possesses the following properties. 
(i) The quantum restriction of the normal coordinate functions coincides with the classical 
restriction and is calculated via the quantum Kiihlerian potential by the formulas: 
BI$ = BIQO = a F,(Z, z), 
Clna = Cl& = 3 F,(Z, z), (13.8a) 
4% = Al& = L;A,a(aF, bia,t)i. 
Here the quantum Ktihlerian potential F, satisfies problem (11.17), (ll.l7a), and Lc,~ and 
LA,~ are symbols of operators of the left regular representation C*, A* restricted onto the 
annihilation subspace E, c 1”. 
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(ii) General formula for the quantum restriction is the following: 
= x;.(S, It ha, $ 1 = fi?7,0(aF, i ha, i) 1. 
(iii) The quantum restriction is a homomorphism S,(M) --+ 3h(!&), i.e., 
(iv) For any Casimirfunction M E 3e(M), we have 
4ri; = M(B~,;, A;E, Ciz) = const = M(O, a, 0). 
(v) After the shif along any quantum Liouville-Heisenberg flow the ,functions B(t)lc!, 
A(t)lz. C(t)lz stay on the same quantum level (13.7), i.e., 
(13.9) 
Remark 13.1. The quantum leaves S2, are transversal to the vacuum submanifold nizo almost 
for all “a” (while the matrix of Poisson brackets {Cj, Ck} is not degenerate on s2,; see the 
definition of the partial Kahlerian structure above). Moreover, it is not difficult to prove that 
(but, may be, there are some other points in this intersection if the correspondence a --+ Q, is 
not one-to-one). The intersection S& n Nina plays the role of the vacuum submanifold in Q,. 
Also note that the quantum leaves are automatically endowed with a Kahlerian structure by 
means of the form w ( 12.2). 
At last, we see from (13.9) that quantum leaves are orbits of the pseudogroup of quantum 
Liouville-Heisenberg transformations. 
In Section 15 we consider the classical limit of the quantum restriction as fi, -+ 0. 
Remark 13.2. In notation of Remark 11.4 we obtain 
(13.10) 
On the left the symbol f is quantized by the normal ordering procedure (11.11) and then the 
operator is restricted onto the irreducible component Xc, c FFC. On the right the symbol f is 
first restricted (in the quantum sense) onto the irreducible leaf Q,, and then is quantized by the 
Wick procedure over 52,. By definition, to each function p = cp(Z, z) this last procedure assigns 
an operator @I in Xc, determined by equality (12.24). The relation (13.10) precisely represents 
the statement: “quantization commutes with restriction onto irreducible leaves.” 
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14. Quantum restriction and quantum reduction 
Let us now consider and compare reduction homomorphisms over M and over its irreducible 
leaves !&. 
The construction of the quantum phase space over M was explained in Sections 9 and 10. 
Here we consider only the normal ordering complex version of Section 10; so, the manifold M 
and its phase space E are partially complexified. The corresponding reduction homomorphisms 
are given by the mappings 
3&M@) -5 3#“), 2* : f(B, A, C) + r’+(R z; A, X; C, Z), 
3&J@)‘- i*\ 3/&E@), 
(14.1) 
i* : f(B, A, C) -+ Xf(B, z; A, x; C, z), 
where Lf and ZRj are the symbols of operators of the left and right regular representations (see 
Theorem 10.1). The phase space E” is a neighborhood of the zero section in TM?, the quantum 
structure over E’ is given by the normal ordering rule 
zs * Be = zs Bl + hS;, 2” * cc = Z”Cf + m;, xp *A, = xpA,, + tiS; 
(all other pairwise quantum products of coordinate functions are trivial, i.e., coincide with the 
ordinary commutative products). The classical symplectic form on Ec corresponding to this 
quantum structure is the following: 
wE” =i(dB~dz+dAr\dx+dCr\dz). 
The manifolds n/cc is embedded into I@ as the Lagrangian zero section {z = I = x = 0}, and 
the embedding i,@ : MC c, EC is consistent with homomorphisms (14.1): 
i& 0 i* = iLc 0 i* = I. 
Now we need a phase space and reduction homomorphisms over the irreducible leaves 
a2, c M. For each 40 E 3;i(s2,), let us represent he left multiplication on p in the form of the 
Wick operator with some symbol, which we denote by i*p. Thus, by definition, 
(14.2) 
Here ,? is the antiholomorphic operator (acting by Z) defined by (12.4). The operator i is holo- 
morphic, acts by the variable z and is defined by the relation conjugate to (12.4). 
From the third property in (12.3) we know that the symbol (2:~) (2, z; W, w) does not actually 
depend on W; and from (12.8) it follows that 
(14.3) 
The right multiplication operator is represented in the same way 
2211 
2 p Ef (3*qo)(z, z, 2, i), 
and the symbol P*4p can be obtained from ?*~a just by the complex conjugation 
(14.2a) 
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Thus, we have two reduction homomorphisms 
2;: 3fi(fi,“) + 3&, ;;: 3&$)‘_’ + 3&>. (14.4) 
Here the phase space E,@ x Q: x Q: is endowed with the Wick product 
wr * Z” = w’Ze + tiNe’(z, w) (14.5) 
(all other pairwise products of coordinate functions z, 2, w, w over E: are either trivial or given 
by complex conjugation of (14.5)). Recall that the quantum tensor Ner in (14.5) is obtained from 
(12.17a); its leading /&expansion terms were demonstrated in (12.18). The symplectic form on 
E: corresponding to the quantum product (14.5) is 
mE@ = ia,& F,(z, w) dZ” A dwe + ia,&.r;,(w, z) dzo” A dz”. u (14.6) 
The real phase space I, z S& x Q2, is embedded into Ez as the graph of the complex invo- 
lution. The manifold 2: is embedded into its phase space E,@ as the Lagrangian zero section 
. (w = w = 0). This embedding inc !i2,@ Y= E: is consistent with the reduction homomor- 
(1 
phisms (14.4), that is, 
Now we recall that in the phase space E” over M” we have the creation E, and the annihilation 
E” submanifolds (see in Section 11). We can define two quantum embeddings of E: into EC. 
First we identify E: with E, c EC by the mapping 
(Z, z; w, zu) -+ @%(Z, z) + aF,(zu, z), z; a, 0; 0,o). (14.7) 
For each function k = k( B, z; A, X; C, Z) on E@, we define its quantum restriction onto E, % E: 
as follows: 
klE = k(aF&, z) + aF,(w, z> 1- ha/az, ;; a, 0; 0,O)l. (14.7a) 
In the same way, we can identify E: with E” c EC by the mapping 
(2, z; W, w) -+ (0,O; a, 0; aF,(Z, z) + aF,(Z, w), 2). (14.8) 
Then for each function k on E” we define its quantum restriction onto E” z E: as follows: 
klp = k(O,O; a, 0; 8F,(Z, z> + aF,(Z, w> -I- tia/az, $1. (14.8a) 
The preparation is over, now we can formulate the final statement which connects the quantum 
reduction homomorphisms over M and over S& with the procedure of quantum restriction. 
First of all, note that formulas (13.4) and (13.5) read 
(&-) * = LR;($F, it ha, :) = I;;(i)l;h it ha, f), 0 a 
z (flE) = Lc,,(aF, !t ha, 2) = $JaF, ‘+ fLa, 2). 
(14.9) 
Let us calculate the Wick symbols of all operators in these equalities. Say, on the first line of 
(14.9), the Wick symbol of the operator (f IE) 2, by definition, is equal to 2: (f 1 6). On the 
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other hand, the Wick symbol of the operator 
is equal to 
and so, in view of (14.8a), it coincides with the quantum restriction ZRf 1 ,a. If we recall that 
ERf = p*(f), we see that this last symbol is equal to F*(f) 1 E. Thus, we have proved the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 14.1. For each generic a E MO, the quantum reduction homomorphisms over the 
quantum manifold M and over its irreducible leaf !& are related to each other by the quantum 
restriction mappings: 
(14.10) 
Here the annihilation submanifold Ea or the creation submanifold E, are identijed with the 
phase space (symplectic groupoid) E,@ over !T$ by means of embeddings (14.8) or (14.7). 
This is exactly the statement announced in the Introduction: “quantum reduction homomor- 
phisms commute with quantum restriction” with the essential remark: left and right reductions 
change their places in this process. Another form of relations (14.10) is the following: 
(14.10a) 
Here the left and right are not transposed, but an additional complex conjugation appears. 
15. Classical geometric consequences of quantum calculations 
In this last section we look at quantum results obtained in Sections lo-14 in the classical 
limit /i = 0. 
First let us describe explicitly the reduction mappings (10.3). 
Let the Poisson brackets on M consistent with a partial complex structure be given by the 
relations 
Denote by yZ(B, A) the shift of the point A E Rk per unit time along trajectories of the vector 
field zSPf(B, A) a/i3Ap. Denote by oX (A, C) the shift of the point C E cd per unit time 
along trajectories of the vector field x,rf (C, A) a/Xl. At last, denote by hZ(B, A, C) the 
shift of the point C E @ per time t = 1 along trajectories of the time-dependent vector field 
z"~~~(B,~'~(B,A),C)~/~C~. 
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Theorem 15.1. Suppose that the Poisson brackets on M are determined by relations (15. I ). 
Then the left reduction mapping (10.3) !Z’ = (L(Do), Lao), LF)) isgiven by thefollowingformulas: 
Lc’,O’(B, z; A, x; C, Z) = B, 
Cf’(B, z: A, x; C, Z) = y’(B, A), 
@(B, z; A,x; C, Z) = aX(yZ(B, A), h”(B, A, C,). 
The right reduction mapping (10.3) is given by rc = (c:‘, zf’, EL”). The mappings e” and 
rc mutually commute; they are Poisson and anti-Poisson mappings E” + n/c’. The quantum 
homomorphisms (14.1) in the classical limit are determined by these reduction mappings: 
i*(.fJI,=, = f O c F*(f)l,=, = f 0 rc. 
This statement is the complex analog of the statement obtained in [42] (see also [52]) for the 
case of real Poisson brackets. 
Now, since we know the leading terms of the functions Lc and CA explicitly, we can derive 
the equations for the leading part F, (‘) of the Ktihlerian potential from ( 11.17), (1 I. 17a), and 
(11.18). 
Theorem 15.2. The leading part of the potential of the Kiihlerian form (12.2a) is the solution 
of the following Cauchy problem for the Hamilton-Jacobi equation: 
T=l’(T,a,O), F~“‘I,=o=O, (15.2) 
with the additional condition 
Imy’ = 0. (15.3) 
Now the classical limit of the quantum irreducible leaves (13.8) can be derived from (13.8) 
and (13.8a). 
Theorem 15.3. For any point a E MO, at which the matrix tI, is not degenerate, the symplectic 
leafin M, passing through the point a, is given by the equations 
Q:,@ = {A = yZ(i3F,jo)(i, z), a), B = aFJ”(Z, z) = C}. (15.4) 
where F,“’ is the solution of the problem (14.2), (14.3). Formulas (15.4) determine the complex 
structure on each leaf C2!? c M with complex coordinates z. The Kirillovform on the leaf ( 15.4) 
(see general definition in [56]) is given by formula (12.2a). For h = 0 the quantum restriction 
onto Q, coincides with the classical restriction onto the symplectic leqf Qi”). 
Note that Theorem 15.3 presents a constructive way for calculating symplectic leaves for 
Poisson brackets (15. l), as well as the complex structure on them and the Kirillov form. This is 
a purely classical geometric result, although it was obtained from quantum calculations. 
The result of Theorem 15.3 can be also performed as follows. 
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Corollary 15.1. The mapping 
ya : (2, z) H (W,‘O’(Z, z), z; a, 0; 0,o) (15.5) 
is an embedding of 22:‘) into the creation submanifold E, c E” such that 
8 o ya = id,$, . 
The “conjugate” mapping 
ya: (2, z> H (0,o; a, 0; aF,(O)(Z, z>, 2) (15.5a) 
is an embedding of !2L”) into the annihilation submanifold E” c EC such that 
r@ o ya = idoco, .LI 
Now let us look at the classical limit of the reduction homomorphisms (14.4) over the leaf 
!&. From (14.3) it follows that we need to calculate the operator 
1 
X,(Z, z)Kz(Z, w) 
0 i 0 X,(2, z)X,(Z, w) Ef PjJZ, w). 
From equation (12.9a) we have 
&(Z, W) = (B&x$, ha/a2 -I aCz(z, z) + D&, UJ)) + O(ti), (15.6) 
where we denote by (8F,)-’ the inverse mapping, i.e., 
f3F,(Z, p) = 8 =+ p Ef (DJ’(Z, 0). 
Thus, at ti = 0, we obtain from (15.6): 
pa(z, W) = (aF,cc’>-‘(z, D,(O)(Z, z) + V,‘O’(Z, W)). 
After the substitution into (14.3), we derive the following formulas for the reduction homomor- 
phisms. 
Theorem 15.4. In the classical limit the reduction homomorphisms (14.4) are given by 
&f)I,, = f o@, ;,*<f )lhzO = f 0 rZ3 
where -C: and r,@ are Poisson mappings 
er : E; + fijp’“, r-z : E: + Q2Ip’@ (-I, 
such that 
{ez, rz}E2 = 0, 12iMC = r:lMC = id. 
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The explicit formulas for these mappings are 
@z, 2; E, W) = (z, (aF,‘O’>-‘(z, aF;O’(Z. z,) + aF,“‘(z. w))), 
rz(Z, z; W, w) = ((aF,(O))-‘(aF,(O)(Z, z) + aF,‘O’(G, z), z). z), 
where FL’) is the solution ofproblem (14.2), (14.3). 
This theorem describes the classical phase space over the symplectic leaf QL”’ c _?vT in terms 
of the Kahlerian potential Fi”’ of the Kirillov form (12.2a). 
The classical limit of our last quantum Theorem 14.1 is now clear, and we leave its formulation 
to the reader. 
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